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WHY ATTEND THIS PARTICULAR
H2 EVENT IN 2019?
 Move the hydrogen conversation forward, this conference won’t be a talk-fest of what’s already been said, it’s an event  
 all about progressing the conversation – not just presenting old pilot projects

 Hear from the leaders shaping the industry, representing energy generation, infrastructure, technology, policy,   
 investment and international buyers

 Find opportunities and clarify your own position within the hydrogen sector of the future

 Network with every key stakeholder in the ANZ region as well as international players

 Get insight into what the policy and investment environment in Australia will need to be for the rise of the industry

 Understand the latest issues and innovations, and what the key hurdles to hydrogen progress are

AUSTRALIAN HYDROGEN FORUM 

The Australian Hydrogen Forum will address the range of open policy, commercial and technical questions that need to 
be debated for a hydrogen industry to come into being in Australia.

Bringing together key stakeholders from all key players in a possible future hydrogen industry, it’s your best opportunity 
in 2019 to engage directly with potential hydrogen buyers, infrastructure, energy and tech companies that are designing 
the supply chain and the government agencies supporting development.

The conference has been designed to allow you to find your opportunity in a potentially massive new hydrogen sector as 
well as accelerate progress to its realisation through open discussion.

The Australian Hydrogen Forum is brought to you by the leading organiser of leading 
energy events in Australia, including:

Informative, set up the roadmap 
for future of Hydrogen. 
(Attendee at the Gas & Hydrogen 2030 Forum)
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08:00 Registration opens

08:50 Opening remarks from the chair
 Attilio Pigneri
 Chief Executive Officer, H2U
 the Hydrogen Utility

HYDROGEN IN FEDERAL AND STATE POLICY

09.00 Keynote presentation: Update on Australia’s National Hydrogen Strategy
  Developing a coherent plan for the growth of H2 in Australia
  Understand what the timeline for growth should be viewed as and what   
  technical and economic barriers need to be overcome for scaled production  
  of H2
  An update on the advancement of the National Hydrogen Strategy
 Alan Finkel
 Chief Scientist
 Australian Government

HYDROGEN PROGRESS IN THE UK

09:30 International keynote: Insight into leading H2 production markets
 Hear from the progress being made in other leading markets from around the  
 world and how countries with a high penetration of renewables in the energy  
 mix are looking at the growth of their own H2 sectors, and what lessons may be  
 already present for Australia.

 Hear from the leading UK company, Northern Gas Networks, on their progress  
 in adapting existing energy infrastructure to serve H2 distribution.
 Keith Owen
 Head of Systems Development and Energy Strategy
 Northern Gas Networks (UK)

10:00 Panel Discussion: What state and federal policies will be needed to ensure H2  
 has the best chance to succeed in Australia?
 With a fresh federal governmental term underway, hear a pragmatic discussion  
 on what government policy is needed to support and accelerate hydrogen progress.
  What will be needed to ensure tripartite support for H2 is maintained?
  How will state and federal policy complement each other, and how will this  
  be integrated with wider energy policy?
  What are the key policies needed to help ensure the advancement of the  
  industry?
 Vanya Kumar    Alison Reeve
 Executive Director, Energy   Taskforce Leader  
 Victorian Department of Environment,  National Hydrogen Strategy
 Land, Water and Planning   Government of Australia
 Richard Day
 Director Low Carbon Industry Development
 South Australian Department for Energy and Mining 
10.30 Morning break

PERSPECTIVES ACROSS THE H2 VALUE CHAIN

10.50 How can pipelines accelerate H2 uptake on the supply and demand side?
 Australian Gas Infrastructure Group (AGIG) is a leading player in Australia’s gas  
 transmission and reticulation and has long been a leading advocate for the   
 potential of a hydrogen industry in Australia.
 Get insights from Ben, CEO of AGIG on how he is viewing the acceleration of the  
 H2 discussion and how he foresees the role of his own sector - gas pipelines -  
 in driving forward demand and supply of H2.
 Ben Wilson
 Chief Executive Officer
  AGIG
11.20 Panel Discussion: How are different industries approaching the ‘hydrogen  
 revolution’?
  What is your view on the potential for a H2 industry to impact your industry  
  and the Australian economy?
  How do you plan to take advantage of this potentially massive industry and  
  what strategies do you have in place to do so?
  What policies or regulations do you feel need to be put in place to advance  
  the sector?
  Timelines – how long do you expect before you see an ROI from investment  
  in this space and how does this shape decision-making?
 Panel Moderator:
 Attilio Pigneri
 Chief Executive Officer, H2U
 the Hydrogen Utility
 Panellists:
 Geoff Ward    Kane Thornton
 Chief Executive Officer   Chief Executive Officer
 Hazer Group     Clean Energy Council
 Dean Smith    Claire Johnson
 Manager Power Development  Chief Executive Officer
 AGL Energy    Hydrogen Mobility Australia

12.00  Partner presentation
12.30 Lunch

HOW CAN H2 BENEFIT THE AUSTRALIAN ENERGY MARKET?

13.30 How can a hydrogen strategy promote the long-term interests of consumers?
  What is the role of H2 in the context of developing a scenario for a net-zero  
  carbon energy system by 2050?
  Understanding to what extent the development of a hydrogen transition can  
  benefit consumers
  Lessons from the LNG market and understanding the need to also develop  
  technology for the use of hydrogen, not just it’s export
 David Havyatt
 Senior Economist
 Energy Consumers Australia
14.00 Panel Discussion: What is hydrogen’s role in energy storage and how can it  
 complement the growth of batteries?
  Big picture – how can hydrogen play a role as a store of energy domestically  
  and globally?
  How does hydrogen stack up against gas and pumped hydro in the medium- 
  to-long-term as a means of securing the NEM’s reliability?
  Is there currently a technical vision of how hydrogen and batteries can work  
  in sync to deal with short-to-medium term firming of renewable generation  
  for energy system security and reliability?
  What opportunity does this represent for the energy industry?

 Panel Moderator:   Panellists:
 Attilio Pigneri    Ivan Byak
 Chief Executive Officer, H2U  General Manager, New
 the Hydrogen Utility   Energy
      APA Group
 Daniel Roberts    Kane Thornton
 Leader, Hydrogen Energy Systems Future Chief Executive Officer
 Science Platform   Clean Energy Council
 CSIRO

INTERNATIONAL INSIGHT IN H2 SAFETY AND USE

14.45 International Keynote: Current priorities in hydrogen safety - work of the   
 International Association for Hydrogen 
 Stuart Hawksworth
 President
 International Association for Hydrogen Safety
15.05 Afternoon break

15.35 International Keynote: Insight into key export markets
 There is much discussion in key export partner countries such as South Korea,  
 Japan and potentially China, about importing hydrogen to aid their energy   
 security and help in the route to decarbonisation as well as pollution reduction.  
 In this session, get insights into how far along these potential customers of  
 Australian hydrogen are, what appetite they currently have to consume H2,
 what import facilities they will need in infrastructure and what price will be   
 required for them to request it in lucrative quantities.
 Shunsuke Sakuma   Jeremy Stone
 General Manager of Hydrogen  Non-Executive Director
 Engineering    J Power Latrobe Valley
 Kawasaki Heavy Industries

FINANCE AND INVESTMENT FOR H2

16.00 Panel Discussion: Finance - where will the money come from to fuel H2   
 sector growth?
  What are the key concerns investors and financiers have when it comes to  
  hydrogen currently – and how seriously are they looking to engage with it?
  What early PPP opportunities can made be available to promote scale?
  What capital structures are applicable to financing projects of this kind?
  What should project developers focus on to maximise the potential for debt  
  funding?
 Panel Moderator:   Panellists:
 Attilio Pigneri    Tom Campey
 Chief Executive Officer, H2U  General Manager Strategy 
 the Hydrogen Utility   ARENA
 David Grabau     David Roberts
 Resources and Energy, Senior ` Executive Director,   
 Specialist Investment   Head of Project Advisory
 Australian Trade and Investment  ANZ
 Commission  (Austrade)
16.45 Closing remarks from the Chair

16.50 End of day one and networking drinks

AGENDA  DAY 1  Wednesday, 18 September
Global progress and local opportunity
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AGENDA  DAY 2  Thursday, 19 September
Overcoming economic and commercial challenges to development

08.00 Registration and welcome coffee

08.50 Opening remarks from the chair
 Claire Johnson
 Chief Executive Officer
 Hydrogen Mobility Australia

09.00 International Keynote: ENGIE’s vision for a Hydrogen future
 Alberto Litta
 EVP, Head of Engineering and Design
 ENGIE (France)

THE EVOLUTION OF THE H2 VALUE CHAIN

09.30 Analysing the future cost curve of hydrogen electrolysis – how long can it go,  
 and how quickly can it fall?
 Hear an outline of the most credible forecasts on what the price of hydrogen  
 will be for the coming 5 years and beyond.
  How generators can maximise electrolyser usage during green hydrogen  
  production
  Overcoming the key issues that are preventing the cost of electrolysis from  
  being lower
  What are the methodologies and assumptions being used to forecast cost  
  of electrolysis and the price of H2?
 Martin Hablutzel
 Head of Strategy
 Siemens Australia
09.45 Panel Discussion: End-users - how mature is H2 demand?
  Which industries are ripe to switch from existing energy sources to   
  hydrogen?
  What levels of investment will be required to adapt existing appliances to  
  use H2 as a feedstock?
  Are there any significant technical issues preventing potential end users  
  from switching to hydrogen currently?
  What are the differences in end-use experience of hydrogen relative to   
  what they are currently using (e.g. natural gas)?
 Panel Moderator:
 Claire Johnson
 Chief Executive Officer
 Hydrogen Mobility Australia
 Panellists:
 David Havyatt    Michel Gantois 
 Senior Economist   GM Hydrogen
 Energy Consumers Australia  Fortescue Metals Group
10.15 Morning tea

10.45 Presentations followed by joint Q+A: How can large gas and electricity   
 distribution and transmission assets be adapted for the H2 age?
  What opportunities does hydrogen present for electricity networks?
  What are the key commercial and pricing challenges that are common to  
  pipeline pilot projects and what ideas are there in the way of overcoming  
  them?
  How ambitious are pipelines being with their H2 injection targets with   
  natural gas, and should they play a leadership role in creating demand for  
  H2?

 The role and opportunity for existing assets, particularly transmission   
 pipelines, in a hydrogen economy
 Tawake Rakai
 GM Transmission Asset Management
 AGIG
 Hydrogen and gas: use of existing gas infrastructure to solve the grid   
 reliability issues
 Ivan Byak
 General Manager, New Energy
 APA Group 
 How the new age of networks business models can include a role for   
 hydrogen
 Greg Hannan
 Manager Economic Regulation
 AusNet Services 
 The commercial realities of developing a hydrogen business
 Rohan Gillespie
 Managing Director
 Southern Green Gas

12.00 Joint Q+A
 Tawake Rakai Ivan Byak
 GM Transmission Asset General Manager, New Energy
 Management APA Group 
 AGIG              
 Greg Hannan Rohan Gillespie
 Manager Economic Regulation Managing Director
 AusNet Services   Southern Green Gas
12.30 Partner presentation
13.00 Lunch

14.00 Panel Discussion: Renewable hydrogen production in depth – what are the key  
 issues that need to be overcome to make hydrogen production a strategic  
 priority for energy generators?
 In this section we chop up the key issues and questions that are present in   
 green hydrogen production and look to engage the wealth of knowledge that  
 we have in the room to think through solutions. In this roundtable breakout
 section, we will look to engage the whole audience in the conversation to   
 unearth their commercial and technical insights that can change the game.
 Panel Moderator:
 Claire Johnson
 Chief Executive Officer
 Hydrogen Mobility Australia
 Panellists:
 Dean Smith Jason Froud
 Manager Power Development Manager, Policy
 AGL Energy Synergy
 Alberto Litta
 EVP, Head of Technology and Design
 ENGIE (France)

NEXT STEPS AND MOVING PROGRESS FORWARD

15.00 In review – what are the key goals and milestones that the industry needs to  
 set to achieve substantive progress in the next two years?
 In this concluding session we look to review the key learnings and highlights
 for you to take back to your business as well as outlining what goals should be  
 worked towards in order to bring about a functioning and growing H2 sector  
 sooner rather than later.
 Discussion leaders:
 Matt Walden Ivan Byak
 Investment Director General Manager, New Energy 
 ARENA APA Group 
 Martin Hablutzel
 Head of Strategy
 Siemens Australia
15.45 Closing remarks from the Chair

15.50 End of Day Two and close of conference

Building momentum across 
the nascent Hydrogen value 
chain. 

REGISTER TODAY!
Register before 12 July and save up to $800!
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The cost of converting hydrogen will be the driving factor in the 
development of this industry. Though not a new technology, it 
hasn’t been deployed at scale in the way currently suggested, 
and many expect a dramatic reduction in cost as this focus 
shifts.

This session is designed to cover both an introduction into the 
electrolysis process (how it works) and an analysis of how the 
cost curve may evolve.

In this session, dive deeper into the latest economic analysis of 
the business case for hydrogen as an export industry. Designed 
for all of those looking to better understand this new market 
opportunity and the conditions required for it to generate 
market returns.

The session will cover the breadth of local and international 
drivers for market demand as well as potential supply and cost. 
By testing these assumptions and using various models you will 
get a much clearer picture of a potential hydrogen future.

Registration and morning coffee for both sessions is at 08:30 and sessions will conclude at 17:00.
Lunch, morning and afternoon tea provided. Choose between:

IN-DEPTH LEARNING SESSION A IN-DEPTH LEARNING SESSION B

DETAILED ANALYSIS OF ECONOMICS OF A HYDROGEN
EXPORT INDUSTRY

ELECTROLYSIS – UNDERSTANDING THE PROCESS,
CURRENT TECHNOLOGY AND FUTURE COSTS

POST CONFERENCE IN-DEPTH LEARNING SESSIONS

If you are interested in hosting a workshop please get in touch with Nischal Aryal, Partnerships Manager
  nischala@questevents.com.au     +61 (0)2 8488 9948     +61 (0)481 367 399.

Who will attend the Australia Hydrogen Forum?

Energy 
generators and 
gas producers

Large energy 
users

Infrastructure 
owners and 
developers

Government Engineering and 
tech leaders 

Investors and 
buyers 

27% 21% 15% 15% 13% 9%

WORKSHOPS   DAY 3  Friday, 20 September

Key take-aways;

 Analyse global market dynamics driving interest in hydrogen  
 as a fuel source

 Examine the cost curves for the delivered price of hydrogen,  
 they key components and how these will fall

 Analyse the domestic energy market, project horizon and
 how renewable development could support and export   
 industry

 Develop various scenarios and analyse the commercial   
 potential of a hydrogen industry

Key take-aways:

 Electrolysis 101 – how the process works at scale, and what  
 they key inputs are

 Examining opportunities to improve the process

 Understanding who they keys vendors are in the space and  
 how they are evolving their technology

 Analysing the possible future cost curves

 Creating realistic forecast for future costs of developing   
 hydrogen

The Australian Hydrogen Forum will attract leaders from the all the key players that could make up a future hydrogen 
industry in Australia, as well as key global buyers.
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 Move the hydrogen conversation forward, this conference   
 won’t be a talk-fest, it’s an event all about progression- not just  
 talking  about old pilot projects

 Find opportunities and clarify your own position within the   
 hydrogen sector of the future

 Network with every key stakeholder in the ANZ hydrogen   
 sector as well as international players

 Get insight into what the policy and investment environment in  
 Australia will need to be for the rise of the industry

 Understand the latest issues, innovations and what the key   
 hurdles to hydrogen progress are

WHY SHOULD YOU ATTEND

REGISTRATION 

*Group discounts apply for bookings made simultaneously and on one invoice only. (Note. Only 1 discount may be applied, whichever provides the greatest savings)

BRING YOUR TEAM!
Group discounts of up to 25% 
apply*

ARE YOU A MEMBER?*
Members of our supporting partners 
receive 10% off - quote promo code 
ASSN at the time of registration

3-6
Delegates 

7-10
Delegates 

11+
Delegates 15% 25%20% 10%

OFF

3 DAY PACKAGE

Book on or before 12 July
$3,995 incl. Gst

Book on or before 16 Aug
$4,295 incl. Gst

Regular $4,795 incl. Gst

2 DAY PACKAGE

Book on or before 12 July
$3,295 incl. Gst

Book on or before 16 Aug
$3,595 incl. Gst

Regular $3,995 incl. Gst

WORKSHOPS ONLY

 Book on or before 12 July
$1,895 incl. Gst

Book on or before 16 Aug
$1,995 incl. Gst

Regular $2,195 incl. Gst

  www.hydrogenforum.com.au   
  +61 (0)2 9977 0565
  info@questevents.com.auREGISTER TODAY!

Register before 12 July and save up to $800!


